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Foreword
Recovering from the pandemic and gradual resumption of 

business-as-usual, banking in 2022 saw rapid growth in modern 

technology adoption and continued evolution of digital 

experiences. Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) 

transformed from buzzwords to key enablers, streamlining 

processes and rationalizing costs. Digital assets unlocked newer 

investments avenues and the crypto space saw multiple 

experiments for mass adoption, specifically digital currencies. 

However, the FTX collapse exposed risks and rekindled the debate 

on regulations. Financial institutions started experimenting with 

Web3 and Metaverse, although Meta’s mass layoffs raised 

questions on their viability and real potential. So, what does this 

digital transformation journey look like in 2023?
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Open Banking will become mainstream 
globally | Open Finance will gain traction

The willingness of customers to share their financial data with non-bank entities seemed impossible a 

decade ago. Yet here we are! Banks and financial institutions have been rapidly opening financial data to 

regulated providers for access, use and sharing via APIs. The number of open banking users is expected 

to grow from 24.7 million globally in 2020 to a staggering 131.2 million by 20241. Enabled by regulatory 

framework, Europe has been the front-runner in open banking, but other countries are catching up, driven 

by market impetus. The 220+ member strong Financial Data Exchange (FDX) in the US and Canada 

reported that 42 million consumer accounts are now using its FDX API for data sharing2. The Consumer 

Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), a US regulator, has set a target of 2023 for drafting rules of personal 

financial data rights and implementation in 20243.

Establishing a foundation with Open Banking: Banks are also advocating open banking because of 

the opportunity to monetize their data assets. For instance, Australia based Westpac bank offers 

commercial data analytics through its DataX platform to its partners for better customer reach and 

offerings4. While account aggregation and personal finance management may not be extraordinary use 

cases by themselves, the strong global adoption of open banking would be critical for the more compelling 

proposition of open finance. Open finance is the next stage of evolution encompassing the broader 

spectrum of financial services built on open APIs. Remarkably, there has been a 17% increase in APIs 

offered per bank5. 

Moving beyond Open Banking: Banking-as-a-Service, Embedded Finance, Marketplace ecosystems 

and Banking SuperApps are all different implementations of open finance, and they are seeing active 

experimentation and investments by banks and non-banks. Bancorp, a Delaware based US based bank, 

has been offering card sponsorship, checking and savings account services via its BaaS model to Current, 

a digital banking app which offers these products to its customer6. Lyft’s direct debit cards for its drivers 

via embedded finance partnership with Mastercard and Stride Bank provides an array of value adds apart 

from financial inclusion7. Singapore’s DBS is a front runner in banking marketplaces; its customers can 

buy homes, cars, plan vacations, book hotels, air tickets, health check-ups and use multiple services 

through the DBS marketplace8. While there are challenges around compliance, customer protection, 

implementation, revenue models and risk sharing, the mindset of business leaders is surely shifting from 

discussing challenges to exploring opportunities.
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Real-time digital 

capabilities will define the 

winners in corporate 

banking

Digital-first propositions, self-service digital tools, frictionless 

experiences, and adoption of modern technologies in banking such 

as open APIs, mobility, virtual assistants and advanced analytics 

have not left corporate banking untouched. Business clients are 

exceedingly demanding retail-grade tools and experiences. A full 

suite of digital self-service treasury offerings and superior customer 

engagement are predicted to be top differentiators for a corporate 

bank by 20269. Some banks have started fulfilling these needs. 

Targeting end to end digitization for Onboarding and 

Servicing: Santander UK has launched its global connect solution to 

provide cash management capabilities ensuring complete 

transparency to its clients through a self-serve online portal. Bank of 

America has launched a cashflow forecasting tool called CashPro 

designed using AI and ML techniques10. Goldman Sachs has 

developed a transaction banking-as-a-service platform which 

provides capabilities such as analytical insights, payments, virtual 

account, cash management and escrow services11. Onboarding is a 

key pain-point for corporate clients, and in the near-term corporate 

banks are making significant investments on making it digital, smart 

and quick12.

According to a Celent survey, 68% corporate banks find it more 

difficult to win and retain customers than it was 12 months ago, and 

75% of banks believe that the threat from fintech and challenger 

banks is higher13. Corporate banks need to gear-up to stay ahead of 

the curve.
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Increased focus on consumer financial 
wellbeing will drive investments 

Digital experiences and tools have certainly made it easy and convenient for consumers to access financial 

services. According to a U.S. survey, 99% of consumers are happy with their primary bank’s online and 

mobile app experience14. However, these digital interactions have largely remained transactional. Banks 

are yet to become more integral to consumers’ financial lives and demonstrate that they really care about 

their them. Globally, less than 10% of banking customers have heard from their bank and received 

personalized messages for managing finances this year15.

Moving towards building holistic value propositions for consumers: With steep increase in cost of 

living globally, customers are looking for sustained guidance and support on financial wellbeing. According 

to surveys, 55% U.S. consumers cannot sustain expenses for 6 months without their primary income 

source16, and one in three consumers earning more than $250,000 annually, lived paycheck to 

paycheck17. With product-focused strategies, banks are missing on opportunities to win over customers 

and build stickiness by building holistic value propositions around overall financial wellbeing. 58% of 

customers would consider switching to a bank that offers better money management features 15. 

A few banks have taken notice. Bank of America’s LifePlan, within one year of its launch, has helped 5 

million customers increase their account balances by $34 Bn through short-term and long-term goal setting 

and tracking, aided with rich timely insights and assistance18. Amex partnered with Zogo, a financial 

education app, to reward its customers with gift cards from major retailers on learning different aspects of 

personal finance like buying health insurance to managing debt repayments, with gamification 19. While 

steps are in the right direction, there are opportunities to do lot more. Banks will have to move beyond self-

service tools, educational content, and incentives, to providing hyper-personalized financial advice to 

customers when they need it the most. To achieve that, banks will have to build data ecosystems of 

internal and external data and employ AI. While such initiatives always been on banks’ roadmaps, the 

current macroeconomic environment has set the urgency for fulfilling this critical customer need.
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Decentralized digital identities to fuel 
innovation in financial services

Digital identities, in their most primitive form, have been around since the dawn of computers, in the form of 

login and passwords. They gained prominence with the internet and keeping pace with internet penetration, 

proliferated to the extent of being integral to the core infrastructure of countries, governments, public and 

private organizations. Gartner predicts that by 2023 over 60% of governments will have tripled citizen 

digital services20, which are de facto rooted on digital identities.

Digital Identity Wallets current focus of innovation in digital identities: Digital identities have 

evolved from being centralized and siloed - like individual bank login IDs -to being federated, like 

Norwegian BankID allowing access to all banks in Norway, and now to decentralized, such as Canada’s 

verified.me, which is built on permissioned blockchain. Digital identity wallets, the current focus of 

innovation in digital identities, allows users to fully manage their centralized and decentralized digital 

identities. The European Union has set the stage for launching a digital identify wallet, and will soon launch 

technical specifications and common standards for the wallet21. JPMorgan is exploring the idea of a digital 

wallet that would allow users to control their digital identity and assets across platforms and choose the 

identity credentials they want to share in their interactions across Web3, the metaverse and DeFi 

protocols22. Norway’s BankID is expanding to allow cross-border authentication. By September 2023, all 

EU member countries must make a digital identity wallet available to every citizen who wants one23. Large 

scale decentralization might be a little far away but innovations around the integration of financial 

ecosystems and a unified customer experience are expected to emerge soon.

Industry cloud of financial services to 
gain momentum

Industry clouds or “vertical clouds” are purpose-built cloud solutions created by packaging together industry 

specific SaaS, PaaS and IaaS solutions, to help solve unique challenges of the industry. 

Industry specific cloud solutions enabling faster time to value: Industry clouds provide out-of-the-

box industry relevant services, assets, and frameworks, enabling rapid deployment for cloud-native 

business offerings and generation of business value. In the last few years Microsoft, IBM, Amazon, 

Snowflake have been building financial services cloud offerings. Microsoft is offering capabilities like 

unified customer profile, customer onboarding, retail banking, wealth management and small business 

data models24. IBM is offering a comprehensive controls framework around security, data privacy, access 

management and configuration management with 21 control families and 280 controls25. IT service giants 

are also not far behind. Infosys launched ‘Infosys Cobalt Financial Services Cloud’, a secure, vertical cloud 

platform26. Finxact, a Fiserv company, is teaming up with PwC to provide new industry cloud solutions to 

financial institutions27.

According to Gartner, by 2027 enterprises will use industry cloud platforms to accelerate more than 50% of 

their critical business initiatives, whereas in 2021, it was less than 10%28. Financial services have held-

back from migrating core capabilities and data, given the risks and regulations. With cloud providers now 

addressing those in industry clouds, 2023 is expected to see further push on cloud adoption, leading to 

significant momentum on financial services clouds.
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Neobanks to prove their 

worth 

Neobanks have witnessed meteoric growth in market size and 

customer base over the last few years. They have been at the 

forefront of tech innovation, adopting cutting edge technologies 

like cloud, ML, AI, data analytics, open banking. Their reward 

based operating model have helped them acquire customers 

rapidly. Neobanks target millennials, SMEs and gig workers 

who prefer their no-frills, low fee-based products. Combining 

these with digital-first, cutting edge customer experience has 

helped neobanks become preferred choice of these customers. 

Traditional banks investing in customer experience 

enhancements and modernizing technology stack: The 

neobank success story is, however, marred with concerns on 

their profitability and subsistence. Less than 5% percent of the 

world’s 400 Neobanks have turned profitable so far29. Their 

incentive-based customer acquisition strategies have been 

unsustainable leaving them with deplored capital, and the 

economic uncertainties have brought numerous challenges like 

layoffs, pullback from newer markets, steep decline in valuation 

and limited funding. On top of that traditional banks are quickly 

catching up on new technologies and customer experience, 

eating into their competitive advantage. Neobanks need to 

move beyond the lure of incentives, slick apps and prove 

differentiated customer value. Evidently, most of the profitable 

banks are backed by large tech conglomerates or they have 

diversified revenue streams and a mature business model30. 

Starling Bank, UK, posted a full year of profitability in July 

202231, by building a broader product offering and targeting 

newer customer segment like SMEs. 2023 will witness sizeable 

consolidation and rationalization of neobanks.
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Final thoughts

Inflation, looming recession, and geopolitical uncertainty have set 

the tone for 2023. However, there is no going back to pre-

COVID-19 days. Digital banking trends fast paced by the 

pandemic have been established for good. Customers across all 

segments are constantly pushing banks for value rich and lower 

cost propositions. As an outcome, banks will have to continue to 

innovate and maintain the transformation momentum. Some re-

prioritization and tightening of purse strings is expected but the 

digital transformation wave is expected to largely remain strong in 

2023.
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